
A Must Read
The Marina Times provides “hyper-local” news coverage of important trends and 
developments that impact the quality of life in San Francisco’s affluent northern 
neighborhoods. Published monthly, regular coverage includes: local news, crime reports, 
commentary from local officials and community leaders, local history, restaurant and wine 
reviews, weekend getaways, arts and entertainment, calendar of events, home and  
garden, real estate reports, shopping tips, health and fitness, family, and pets.

Our Audience
Our readers reside in the affluent Marina, Cow Hollow, Pacific Heights, Russian Hill and 
North Beach neighborhoods. They are home owners with an average household income 
of $286,812. In a recent survey, 91% indicated they “get ideas of places to go or shop” as a 
result of reading the Marina Times.

Great Reach
With a combination of door-to-door delivery, in-store and news-rack distribution, the
Marina Times is an excellent resource for reaching San Francisco’s affluent northern 
neighborhoods. See Distribution map.

Cost Effective Advertising
Advertising rates in the Marina Times are a true value, offering the most cost effective rates 
of any publication serving San Francisco’s northern neighborhoods.

Celebrating 37 years! 
The Marina Times is the advertising vehicle 
of choice for local area businesses.
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A landmark election

Rating the propositions

and candidates on your 

November ballot

BY CATHERINE STEFANI

For most of us, this November will mark the 

single most important election of our lifetimes. 

Americans will finally have the chance to reject 

an administration that has failed to respond to — and 

indeed has worsened — a public health and economic 

disaster, and instead elect a ticket that has not only the 

knowledge and experience to govern, but the compas-

sion, empathy, and character to unite the nation. A ticket 

that will lead with love of country, not self or party. I am 

thrilled to support Joe Biden and Kamala Harris, our 

very own senator and former district attorney, and I am 

so looking forward to casting my vote this year.

To ensure that San Franciscans can safely exercise 

their right to vote this fall, all registered voters will 

receive ballots through the mail in October. If you are 

unsure of your registration status, you may register to 

vote (registertovote.ca.gov) or update your information  

(sfelections.org) online. Having an updated registration 

is particularly important this year, because the November 

ballot will also include many local elections that will have 

long-term effects on our city as we navigate the recovery. 

District 2 Supervisor

In search of new sounds
Finding quality in a landscape altered by tech and cultural change

BY SUSAN DYER REYNOLDS

My June 2020 column, “It’s the drugs, stu-

pid” elicited more responses than anything 

I’ve written for this newspaper. Not one 

person disagreed with my thesis: The homeless crisis 

is mostly a drug crisis, and it’s time for San Francisco 

to find a sensible, humane solution. Residents from 

every district wrote, messaged, and called to express 

their support for a program modeled after the innova-

tive and successful Community First Village in Austin, 

Tex., which I visited and detailed in a column last 

summer (“Dignity Through Accountability,” August 

2019). Marina resident Mary Hickey was so inspired 

she and a neighbor actually toured the Cow Palace, 

which I recommended as a possible site. They even 

scored a meeting with Senator Scott Wiener, who last 

year proposed taking over the Cow Palace to develop 

affordable housing. But Wiener was discouraging, even 

dismissive. “He told us, ‘Go for it!’ and his assistant 

Annie was supposed to follow up and nothing hap-

pened,” Hickey said. “We heard crickets.” 

Even more shocking is that Mayor London Breed 

and the Board of Supervisors have been nonresponsive, 

Is saving San Francisco 

a priority for politicians?

Residents’ request for homeless 

village met with silence

REYNOLDS RAP, continued on 4

BY MICHAEL SNYDER

Where can I find out 

about good new music?” 

A friend recently asked 

me that question in conjunction 

with a complaint about having lost 

his favorite rock radio station when 

it changed to an all-sports format, 

victimized by the vicissitudes of the 

broadcast business. If you’re of a cer-

tain age, spent much of your life 

relying on radio and trusted DJs to 

expand your musical horizons, and 

are among those simply replaying 

the favorite artists and tracks of your 

youth, the digital age and the Bal-

kanization and recalibration of the 

music industry left you in a bit of a 

lurch. For adventurous music fans, 
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The times they are a-changin’

News Briefs: Restaurants expand to Steiner Street. p. 3

Liz Farrell tests positive for COVID-19. p. 10

Garey De Martini says this fall will be an interesting 

time for real estate. p. 11 

More online
Jefferson Pinder’s  

“Red Summer” at Fort 

Mason, picnic food in 

North Beach, and more. 
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The Lemon Twigs’s new album, Songs for the General Public, was released Aug. 21 on the 4AD label. 

PHOTO: MICHAEL HILI / COURTESY OF 4AD 

Modern Eating

may permanently close. I specu-

late that more than half our Mari-

na restaurants will survive because 

their owners are the best of the best.

 Our restaurateurs are finding cre-

ative ways to cope. I call it the Big 

Pivot. Anything goes to attract busi-

ness. Just patrol Chestnut Street and 

its side streets. The spectacles are 

everywhere: banners, signs, strings 

of lights, loud music, rope lines, 

patio tables, heaters, artificial turf, 

handsomely painted railings, and 

clusters of people showing off the 

latest mask fad. It’s like a safari for 

humans, and we all want to see what 

they’re eating. 
 Thanks to the city’s Shared Spaces 

program that grants free sidewalk 

and parking space permits to busi-

nesses through the year, restaurants 

are racing to craft wooden floors 

and partitions outside. I call these 

Dining Decks. Christina Tan of 

Dragon Well captured it best: “We’re 

building our restaurants all over 

again, outside.”

SHARING GOOD VIBES

 Admittedly, I gravitate toward 

the most tricked out Dining Decks. 

They appeal to my childhood love 

of forts. Who wouldn’t want to con-

spiratorially sip a margarita in a 

corner of plywood walls painted 

with charming colors complete with 

segregated eating stalls to protect 

me from invisible harms? I’m the 

queen of my table. It’s good to be the 

queen.  

BY KAT ANDERSON

Times are tough for restau-

rants. Like trying-to-chew-

shoe-leather tough. Industry 

watchers speculate that more than 

half of San Francisco’s restaurants 

The Big Pivot
Northside restaurants adopt new strategies to serve 

their customers and stay in business

A16’s outdoor seating features partitions for private dining. PHOTO: NAOMI ROSE

 “
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Hopeful for change
How to have important 
discussions with children
BY LIZ FARRELL

Who would have ever thought that in  the middle of a major pandemic we could also be looking at the possibility of real change on an entirely different topic? Who would have ever thought that while sheltering in place and arguing over droplets and wearing masks there was a much larg-er movement coming? 
This international movement was spurned by outrage over the horrible killing of George Floyd. A terrible act of violence by several Minneapolis police officers sparked protests, riots, and uncomfortable but long overdue and much-needed conversations around racial injustice and inequity in our country. These conversa-tions are happening worldwide, in our communities, and around our dinner tables.  As parents, we were explaining the difference between protests and riots to our children, why we were under curfew for several days all while still trying to make sense of it ourselves. The protests have slowed, the curfew lifted, but for change to happen we can’t stop listening, educating, and continuing to raise awareness of these issues. How do we do that for ourselves and our children in a way that makes a difference? There are no 

MomSense    Teaching kids

The empress and the stranger

BY SUSAN DYER REYNOLDS

Over a year ago when I broke the story of Department of Public Works boss Mohammed Nuru’s shameless corruption, his romances with Mayor London Breed and Sandra Zuniga (recently charged by the FBI with laundering money for Nuru), and the way City Hall has ignored dirty politics for decades, I was also digging into the shadowy San Fran-cisco Public Utilities Commission (SFPUC) Communi-ty Benefits Program. SFPUC General Manager Harlan Kelly Jr. and Assistant General Manager Juliet Ellis have run a pay-to-play scheme in plain sight for years, extracting money from contractors doing business with the SFPUC and funneling it to “nonprofits” associated with their friends. 
They do this through multimillion-dollar agree-ments with joint venture boards — representatives from different contractors who team up on an SFPUC project. There are numerous joint venture boards, so for the purpose of this column, let’s focus on one: AECOM-Parsons. 

Friends with
community benefits
Is the SFPUC running a 
social impact program or a 
pay-to-play scheme?

REYNOLDS RAP, continued on 4

BY MICHAEL SNYDER

Despite current production suspensions and slowdowns that have caused some of our go-to network and cable TV programs to shorten their seasons or postpone their upcoming returns, enough already finished shows were banked 

earlier this year to allow for some seriously good viewing right now. The streaming services in particular have been a boon to anyone wishing to catch fresh high-quality programming or delve into the video archives for a classic or two. On the new and nifty side, we have a marvelous period satire and a tense modern-day mystery.

‘THE GREAT’
 Huzzah! The Great — set in the 18th-century Russian royal court of Emperor Peter III and Empress Catherine — is a delicious stew of skewed history, sly comedy, and character-driven drama. Stew? Make that tasty borscht. The fact that it 
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City in transition
Northern Station Captain Joe Engler moves on. p. 6 

District Attorney Chesa Boudin gets 
in tweet trouble. p. 7

Are people really fleeing San Francisco? p. 11

More online
NEW! Expanded Reynolds 

Rap! The Coastal Commuter 
gets sporty, and more. 
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Elle Fanning plays Empress Catherine and Nicholas Hoult plays Emperor Peter III in The Great, now available 
for streaming on Hulu. PHOTOS: OLLIE UPTON/HULU  

Art World    Museum leadership

Recently, the museum has taken a pledge to take action regarding the Black Lives Matter movement. In the wake of the brutal killings of George Floyd, Ahmaud Arbery, Breonna Taylor, Tony McDade, and countless other lives lost to police 

brutality and racial injustice, the de Young is taking actionable steps to change patterns of racial intoler-ance. 

COMMUNITY LEADERSHIP
What role should museums play in community leadership? Art does many things; among them it engag-es with the issues of the day and can provide a framework to process grief and discomfort that can lead to a greater understanding of the space we occupy in history. The de Young’s strategic plan commits to employing more diverse staff, reassessing collecting priorities,and rethinking strategies of art as they relate to the discussion of the politics of heritage, and developing exhibitions that challenge the tra-ditional canon and promote diverse voices.

Director and CEO Thomas P. Campbell writes, “I write in support of, and in solidarity with, those who are suffering, those who are living in fear, those who are exhausted, and those who are expressing their anger and frustration at this time. As I lis-ten to the pain of those around me, and as I grapple with my own heart-ache, I know that we all must do our 

BY SHARON ANDERSON

Although the de Young museum remains closed,they continue to offer online art and articles to the general pub-lic through the Covid-19 shutdown. 

Online education and BLM community support at the de Young Museum

Nickolas Muray's Frida with Olmeca Figurine, Coyoacán, 1939.  IMAGE COURTESY THE DE YOUNG MUSEUM; © NICKOLAS MURAY PHOTO ARCHIVES;  COURTESY THE FINE ARTS 
MUSEUMS OF SAN FRANCISCO
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When politics
trump friendship

and family
Have the promoters of 

discord won?

BY MICHAEL SNYDER

How’s the old saying go? Oh yeah: “Politics 

makes strange bedfellows.” Over the past few 

years, we’ve learned that politics can actually 

drive a fellow (or a gal) from your bed. And tear apart 

families. And destroy friendships.

On the verge of what appears to be the most 

consequential presidential election in modern

American history, the fear across the divide grows — 

as does the mistrust, as does the acrimony. This goes 

beyond people defriending one another on Facebook 

for backing one candidate over another. Lifelong bonds 

are being broken as MSNBC viewers can no longer 

stand to be in the company of Fox News viewers and 

vice versa.
What used to be just arguments at Thanksgiving 

dinner with your cantankerous uncle, uptight

cousin, or dithering grandmother have escalated into 

Community

Musician and activist Madame Gandhi on the 

Asian Art Museum calendar 

BY SUSAN DYER REYNOLDS

Neighbors in the Richmond District have been 

begging their supervisor, Sandra Fewer, to deal 

with a growing homeless situation known as the 

18th Avenue encampment. On Aug. 17, a group of 40 res-

idents and 10 small businesses on Geary Boulevard sent a 

letter to city departments heads, the mayor, and Fewer. The 

letter outlined five months of violence, vandalism, crime, 

drugs, and assaults. Worst of all, a Megan’s Law Registered 

Sex Offender named Gregory Keith Smith (known by his 

street name, “Alabama”) was living in the encampment — 

right across from the YMCA’s daycare. Supervisor Fewer 

insisted she was powerless, so residents turned to neighbor 

and supervisorial candidate Marjan Philhour, who guided 

them in their quest to clean up the camp. San Francisco 

Police arrested Smith, who was also in possession of a large 

amount of methamphetamine. Department of Public Works 

arrived and cleared piles of abandoned furniture, applianc-

es, snow skis, broken “chop shop” bicycles, and even a hos-

pital gurney. SF Healthy Streets came and announced they 

San Francisco
needs big change

Endorsements for the 

supervisor candidates most 

likely to bring it

REYNOLDS RAP, continued on 4

BY LYNETTE MAJER

It’s a livestreaming life we’re 

all living these days as we adapt to 

what we must, just as museums, 

theater and dance companies, and 

other groups have done. While muse-

ums have been granted reopening 

status, most happening this month 

and offering free admission, other 

performances and lectures remain 

livestream and on-demand only.

Perhaps not our first choice, these 

methods do have benefits, like our 

seeking out new kinds of entertain-

ment. Consider this month musician 

and activist Madame Gandhi’s lives-

treaming performance, which will 

feature a new composition, “Young 

Indian,” from her most recent album, 

Visions. She will also discuss her 

South Asian artist identity and her 

mission to celebrate gender liber-

ation. Young Indian: Madame 

Gandhi: Thursday, Oct. 8, 5:30 p.m.; 

$0¬$25, asianart.org

See our calendar on page 11 for 

details on museum reopenings and 

additional livestreaming and on-de-

mand events. 
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Making change

Supervisor Stefani calls for steps to fight crime. p. 3

Supervisor Peskin says make the ballot box work. p. 6

John Zipperer highlights the good news that’s being 

obscured by tweetstorms. p. 12

More online
Lou Barberini on local 

government corruption, plus 

event listings, and more. 
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Madame Gandhi’s performance and lecture airs in October. PHOTO: ASIANART.ORG

Modern Dining

all planets revolving around the cor-

ner of Columbus Avenue and Broad-

way Street.
 This is as close as we come to 

Times Square — a sublime mix of 

bohemians, bon vivants, buskers, 

and boozers. The tourists and jetset-

ters crowd in for good reason. Don’t 

we all want to feel some authentic 

licentiousness when we travel? 

 I have lived here 32 years. These 

are some grim times like none since 

9/11, and unlike those sad days, 

these stretch on and on. Still, I had 

the best time I’ve ever had in North 

Beach just the other day, a Monday 

afternoon no less.

SUNSHINE, LOBELIA, AND 

PIZZA
 A wonderfully ordinary sun found 

its way to the pavement, the apoc-

alyptic orange smog long gone. I 

was sitting in a new dining deck 

outside Tony’s Pizza Napoletana. 

A light breeze tickled the lavender 

lobelia in the planter box next to 

me. A workman was adding Italian 

tricolor striping to the corner posts 

surrounding our table. I was crunch-

ing on Tony’s amazing Cal-Italia 

brick-oven pizza. Saints Peter and 

Paul Church lorded over everything 

from across Washington Square. I 

felt like Marilyn Monroe in my little 

world at Union and Stockton Streets.

 Who would have ever suspected 

such a delightful scene in the midst 

of a deadly pandemic? North Beach, BY KAT ANDERSON

North Beach is the true 

heart of San Francisco. 

We have so many essential 

neighborhoods, but for me they are 

A North Beach treasure 

hunt for eating

The author reviews her notes at Tony’s Pizza Napolitana in North Beach 

as a workman puts finishing touches on the outside dining deck.  

PHOTO: CARL HALL, GUILD FREELANCERS
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The future of familiesWhy it should matter to all of usBY AARON PESKIN

Iwanted to focus this month’s column on  
amplifying the struggles of families and their chil-
dren throughout the district and the city during

this endless Covid-19 pandemic. The shutdown has
highlighted deep inequities in our society, especially
in our education and childcare systems. We should
all be worried about how this pandemic is impacting
our kids.

Back in April, my office organized a meeting
with all the San Francisco Unified School District
(SFUSD) school social workers and family liaisons
working on the front lines with families in District
3 schools. The stories relayed of parents battling  
isolation, the digital divide, food insecurity, inad-
equate health care and a lack of culturally compe-
tent communication from the school district was  
heartbreaking. Last month, SFUSD confirmed 
that schools will begin the school year with dis-
tance learning and, with the predictions of a fall
surge of Covid cases, we can assume that distance
learning will continue until at least the end of the
calendar year. Given SFUSD’s flat-footed rollout of  
distance learning last semester and lack of prepara-
tion for this semester, here are some requests I’m
hearing from parents and teachers for all of us to
think about and make happen: 

District 3 Supervisor

San Francisco’s Fillmore jazz scene revisited

BY SUSAN DYER REYNOLDS

But never, ever do you abuse your power for personal gain.
The reasons are twofold.One, it’s wrong.And two, you’re going to get caught.

— Willie Brown in his Feb. 1 San Francisco Chronicle  column “Willie’s World,” after the arrest of former protégé and DPW boss Mohammed NuruIn September 2014, after City Administra- 
tor Naomi Kelly unceremoniously fired director of 
Animal Care and Control Rebecca Katz for “not 

being a team player,” I wrote a column called “It’s still 
Willie Brown’s town: Personal politics run amuck at City 
Hall.” I interviewed numerous San Francisco employees 
who had nothing bad to say about Katz, and nothing 
good to say about Kelly, or about her husband, San 
Francisco Public Utilities Commission general manager 
Harlan Kelly Jr. 

The city family is a Machiavellian tragedyAs the FBI picks off his protégés, will Willie Brown’s luck run out?

REYNOLDS RAP, continued on 4

BY SHARON ANDERSON

Just west of San Francisco’s City Hall is a neighborhood that has had many names over the years. First, the Western Addition, and then after large Victorian mansions were constructed, the 20-square blocks around Fillmore Street were 

referred to as the Fillmore District. After the earthquake and fire of 1906, the neighborhood changed forever. It became a financial and retail center, a melting pot that included Japanese, Pilipino, Hispan-ic, African American, Russian, and Jewish populations living together. This rich cultural environment later 

gave birth to the San Francisco jazz scene of the 1940s and 1950s as described in Harlem of The West by Elizabeth Pepin Silva and Lewis Watts. The story is constructed as a conversational history consisting of anecdotes from people who were there, giving it the intimacy of a
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Reopening newsNews Briefs reports on big Muni changes. p. 2Leslie Drapkin reveals how shops and restaurants are 
springing back to life on Union Street. p. 6 Liz Farrell looks at school in the age of Covid. p. 10

More online
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From left: Skippy Warren, bass; Henry “Cowboy” Noyd, drums; Jerome Richardson, and Pony Poindexter on 

stage at Bop City, 1950s. PHOTO: STEVE JACKSON JR. 

Michael Snyder on ... Film

men. Now, decades after the femi-nist movement brought the battle for women’s rights into the mainstream, things appear to be genuinely chang-ing for the better. Old biases and systemic male chauvinism seem to be falling by the wayside in civi-

lized circles, even if there’s more true equality and respect to be achieved. That being the case, it’s rather seren-dipitous to see a pair of new movies that illustrate the struggle for female empowerment in two radically dif-ferent milieus, and — Minerva be praised — they are both directed by women.

‘RADIOACTIVE’ For the most part, Radioactive is a scrupulously produced period bio-pic about Marie Curie that reveals crucial moments in her life as a revolution-ary anomaly — a female scientist, specifically a physicist and chemist, in the 19th century. The Polish-born Parisian-dwelling Madame Curie, played as sturdy and determined by British actress Rosamund Pike (Gone Girl, Jack Reacher), was under con-stant pressure, despite the love and unwavering support of her husband and fellow scientist Pierre Curie (Sam Riley). Then, Pierre met an untimely demise, shattering Marie Curie and leaving their two daughters fatherless. Belittled by colleagues as the only woman among them, Curie sol-diered on. The fact that the Curies proved the existence of what Marie Curie named “radioactivity,” shar-

BY MICHAEL SNYDER

R egardless of gender, it isn’t easy being a pioneer, and historically, it’s been even tougher for women to blaze new paths in fields long dominated by 

Sisters in rock and researchPioneers get their moment in the spotlight

Irène Curie (Indica Watson ) with her mother, Marie Curie (Rosamund 
Pike), at a Parisian sidewalk cafe in Radioactive.  
PHOTO COURTESY OF AMAZON STUDIOS
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